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Key provisions impacting inbound and outbound transactions under current U.S. tax
law
-

Taxation of foreign persons invested in partnership engaged in business in US

-

The impact of TCJA on outbound investments through partnerships – the GILTI

-

Withholding on disposition of partnership interest if the partnership is engaged in
business in the US

-

Section 956 regulations in partnership

-

Select international aspects of BBA on partnership audit rules



Utilizing partnerships in deal structures to maximize tax benefits



U.S. versus foreign partnerships: understanding the implications and liability of
inbound and outbound transactions



Special allocations: rules for foreign partners

6

Inbound Investment:
Overview and Select Tax
Reform Changes and Impact
on Partnership Structures
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Foreign Person Taxation - FDAP


Fixed or determinable, annual and periodical income (“FDAP”)
- If US source, subject to gross basis withholding (30% base rate)
- E.g., US source interest flows through, treated as through
received directly by holder for character determination purposes



Gain from exchange of property sourced at residence of
selling party. Sourced at the partner level. §§865 and
865(i)(5).
- But see discussion below about aggregate approach to
disposition of interest in partnership engaged in a trade or
business.



Domestic partnerships will withhold on FDAP paid to foreign
partners
 Foreign partnership receiving U.S. source income generally
provide a W-8IMY (with documentation for each partner) to the
payor, which withholds on that basis.
 If income is ECI, it’s not FDAP (ECI trumps).
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Foreign Person Taxation – Engaged in Trade
or Business


A non-US person that is engaged in business in the US
(“ETB”) is subject to tax on effectively connected income
(“ECI”). §871(b) and 882
 A non-US person that is a partner in a partnership (whether
US partnership (formed under U.S. law) or foreign) that is
ETB, is deemed to be ETB. §875 applies to limited partners
 Operational income that passes through to a foreign partner
(“FP”) is subject to US tax; FP is obligated to file US tax
returns; partnership is required to make quarterly estimated
tax payments with respect to income allocated to the FP.
§1446(a)
 Foreign corporate investors in partnership ETB also subject to
branch profits tax. §884
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Foreign Person Taxation – When is a
Partnership Engaged in Trade or Business


Invests in a flow through entity that is an operating entity
- Make sure “debt” investments are really debt for US tax
purposes.



Partnership engages in trade or business itself
- Continuum (facts and circumstances – “considerable,
continuous and regular” Pinchot v. Comm’r)
• On one end passive investment ≠ ToB. Higgins v. Comm’r
• On the other end, operation on manufacturing facilities in the US.

- Securities trading safe harbor. §§864(b)(2).
- Loan origination


Investments in real property
- G/L of a foreign taxpayer from the sale of “United States real
property interests” (USRPIs) are ECI income.
- USRPI is generally (1) any interest in real property located in the
United States, and (2) any interest in a USRPHC (domestic
corporation) where US RE is more than 50% of its assets.
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Foreign Person Taxation – Allocable Share
If a partnership is engaged in ToB in the US a partner’s
allocable share of the partnership’s tax items is determined by
their rights under the partnership agreement.
 This generally means significant flexibility subject to the
substantial economic effect rules of §704(b) and related regs.
 Allocations must have “economic effect.”


- This requires (1) the pships maintains capital accounts in
accordance with prescribed rules (to ensure that CAs accurately
reflect the economic investment in the pship), (2) that CA govern
the distribution of liquidation proceeds, and (3) DRO or QIO.


Allocations must be “substantial.”
- Must be a reasonable possibility the allocation will substantially
affect the $ amount the partners receive without taking tax
consequences into account.
• If an allocation improves the after-tax consequences of one partner,
and the after-tax consequences of no other partner are worsened,
the allocation will not be deemed to satisfy the substantiality test.
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Foreign Person Taxation – Special
Allocations to Foreign Partners


Foreign partner in generally not taxable on his or her distributive share of
foreign source income.



Can a pship with foreign partners reduce the US tax liability of its foreign
partners by specially allocating the pship’s foreign source income to its
foreign partners or allocating FDAP income (e.g., portfolio interest) to
foreign partners instead of ECI income?



To sustain the allocation of foreign source income to a foreign partner, it is
necessary to put the foreign partner (and correspondingly the other
partners) at some economic risk that the tax allocation will in fact affect the
true economics of the arrangement.
- E.g., if the partnership has $100 of ECI and $100 of Foreign-source
income, can’t allocate the all the foreign source income to foreign
partner.
- C.f., if the partnership allocates ECI 20% to foreign partner and 80% to
US maybe acceptable, but affects economics.
- See Treas. Reg. §1.704-1(b)(5) Ex. 10(i).



Cf. guaranteed payments are not tested under a substantiality standard, in
certain circumstances it may be easier to preserve the underlying
economic deal between the partners using guaranteed payments.
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Foreign Person Taxation – 1446 Withholding


Generally, any partnership that has “ECI” must pay a
withholding tax equal to the “applicable percentage” of the
partnership's effectively connected taxable income allocable to
foreign partners under §704 (general allocable share rules).
- Withholding on individuals at 37% and corporations at 21%



Applies to domestic and foreign pships with foreign partners.
 Withholding is imposed on ECI derived through a partnership
during the partnership's taxable year.
- IRS requires a partnership to make installment payments of the
Section 1446
- These quarterly tax payments are made without regard to
whether the partnership makes any distributions during its
taxable year.
- Upon making an installment payment of the Section 1446
withholding tax to the Service, the partnership must notify each
foreign partner of that partner's allocable share of the tax paid.
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Foreign Person Taxation – Guaranteed
Payments


Per §707(c) guaranteed payments are fixed payments by a
partnership for services or the use of capital to a partner
acting in his or her capacity as such (where such payment is
not dependent on partnership income).
 Foreign partners in a partnership raises interesting planning
opportunities under §707(c).
- A guaranteed payment may result in recharacterization of
payments to a foreign partner as foreign source service or
interest income (as opposed to a foreign partner's distributive
share of the partnership's U.S. source ECI or FDAP income).
• Thus, potentially, exempt the income from U.S. taxation by
removing the cash from net basis taxation under ECI regime.


For example, income from a payment for services that are
performed outside the US (and not in connection with a US
ToB) generally will constitute foreign source income.
 Some uncertainty if GPs respected for all purposes (e.g., §
871).
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Exit From The Partnership That Is ETB
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In asset sale
- P recognizes gain of 900 on asset sale
- FP is allocated 450 of ECI gain
- P is required to make estimated payments of taxes of FP at
highest marginal rate, absent an exception
- P files form 1065, K-1 and form 8805 (reporting ECI allocated to
FP)
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Exit From Partnership
P interest

FP

USP

$

P



Prior to TCJA
- Rev. Rul. 91-32 – IRS position is that tax to FP is the same as
asset sale
- Grecian Magnesite 149 T.C. 3 (2017), held that Rev. Rul. 91-32
was wrong and that under §741/751 there was no tax due by FP
(absent FIRPTA application)
- Even if Rev. Rul. 91-32 was correct, there was no withholding
obligation on the part of the buyer or P
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Exit From The Partnership After TCJA


§864(c)(8) imposes tax on the disposition of certain partnership
interests.
- proposed regulations (1.864(c)(8)-1) released in December 2018
provide rules for determining the treatment of gain or loss on the
transfer of a partnership interest as effectively connected gain or
loss



§1446(f) imposes a withholding obligation on the buyer of the
interest of 10% of the amount realized.
- proposed regulations along with IRS notice currently govern.
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§864(c)(8)


If a FP owns, directly or indirectly an interest in a partnership
that is ETB, gain/loss on the sale or exchange of such interest
shall be treated as ECI, to the extent the gain/loss does not
exceed the amount in 864(c)(8)(B) (the amount treated as
“effectively connected”)
- The portion of the partner's distributive share of the amount of
gain or loss which would have been effectively connected with
the conduct of a trade or business within the United States if the
partnership had sold all of its assets at their fair market value as
of the date of the sale or exchange of such interest



Key points
-

P (whether US or foreign) must be ETB
FP must hold an interest in P, directly or indirectly
Interest is sold, exchanged or disposed of (§864(c)(8)(D))
All gain is ECI, unless limited by §864(c)(8)(B)
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Limitations In §864(c)(8)(B)


Start with provision that if P is ETB, all gain is ECI under
§864(c)(8)(A)
 Limited under §864(c)(8)(B) (“B”) to
- portion of gain that would have been ECI that would have been
allocated to FP if P had sold all of its assets for FMV
- Zero, if no gain on deemed sale would have been ECI


Gain in excess of limitation would not be ECI
 These rules exclude USRPI
 Regs apply similar concepts but break down to:
- “Outside” CG/Ord gain/loss
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Calculating The Tax - §864(c)(8)
P interest
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FP sells 100% of P interest for 1000. Assuming basis of -0-, gain is 1000



If P sold all assets at FMV, ECI income would be 1000, and 500 would be
allocated to FP



FP has income taxable under §864(c)(8) of 500
-

Total gain is 1000

-

The (“B”) limitation is income that would be ECI, so FP is taxed on 500
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Partial Sale
50% P interest
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FP sells ½ of its P interest for 500



FP has gain of 500, all of which is ECI unless limited under ‘B’



Under ‘B’



-

What would be ECI allocated to FP if P sold all of its assets at FMV? 500

-

Prior to the reg it appeared that FP had to pay tax on full 500 of gain, effectively prepaying tax on the
ETB asset not sold. Reg permit pro rata, so it would only be 250 of ECI and non-ECI.

The regs clarify that if PF transfers less than all of its interest in P, FP's distributive share of
deemed sale ECI is determined by reference to the amount of deemed sale ECI gain
attributable to the portion of the foreign transferor's partnership interest that was transferred
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Losses
P interest
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Buyer pays 500 for a 50% interest in P and FP has a basis of $500



All ECI unless limited by ‘B’



If P sold all of its assets, FP would be allocated 50% of ETB gain (500) and 50% of
loss on non-ETB assets (500). FP would pay tax on the 500 that is ECI



But FP has no g/l, and §864(c)(8) only applies if there is gain or loss, so §864(c)(8)
doesn’t apply
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Non-recognition
FP

USP

P

Goal:
FP
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as C Corp



Is it sale, exchange or disposition?



Does §864(c)(8) respect or override §351?



See regulatory authority re: non-recognition transactions



Proposed regs provide that the gain or loss on the transfer of a partnership interest that is subject to tax as
effectively connected gain or loss is limited to gain or loss otherwise recognized under the Code. When a
nonrecognition provision results in a foreign transferor recognizing only a portion of its gain or loss on the
transfer of an interest in a partnership, section 864(c)(8) may apply with respect to the portion of the gain or
loss recognized.



Preamble notes that while section 864(c)(8)(E) authorizes regulations or other guidance with respect to the
application of section 864(c)(8) to nonrecognition transactions, the proposed regulations do not contain
special rules applicable to nonrecognition transactions. Req. comments on transactions that reduce gain.
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§1446(f) – Withholding


If any portion of the gain (if any) on any disposition of an interest in a
partnership would be treated under §864(c)(8) as ECI, the transferee is
required to deduct and withhold a tax equal to 10% of amount realized



If transferee fails to withhold, the partnership has to withhold on income
allocated to transferee §1446(f)(4) (“Secondary” withholding obligation of
partnership)



Statutory exceptions
-





Note
-

applicable to US and non-US partnerships

-

applies to sales to third parties and partnership redemptions

Notice 2018-29 provides guidance on non-publicly traded partnerships
-



If transferor provides acceptable proof that it is not a foreign person, no
withholding is required

It said that No withholding under §1446(f)(4) until regs are issued

Proposed regulations issued in early may. Effective 60 days after final. In
the mean time either the Prop. Regs or 2018-29 can be applied.
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§1446(f) – Guidance


The IRS has come out with three pieces of published guidance related to
Code Section 1446(f) since the passage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act:
1. Notice 2018-08, which suspended application of 1446(f) to publicly traded
partnerships until further (prospective) notice; and
2. Notice 2018-29, which provided substantive guidance for 1446(f) for non publiclytraded partnerships.

3. Proposed regulations, which once made final, will supersede the aforementioned
Notices.
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Notice 2018-29 – General Points








Notice 2018-29 (the “Notice”) specified regulations the IRS and
the Treasury intend to issue and interim guidance taxpayers may
rely on pending the issuance of the regulations.
The Notice made clear that rules modifying or suspending
withholding under Code Section 1446(f) do not affect the
transferor’s tax liability under Code Section 864(c)(8) (Section
4.06 of the Notice).
Section 5 provides that until regulations or other guidance are
issued, transferees are to use the rules under Code Section 1445
relating to collection and remittance with a few modifications, with
a grace period on interest and penalties for amounts due on or
before May 31, 2018, as long as such amounts are paid over to
the IRS on or before May 31, 2018.
Section 6 of the Notice provides five exceptions to withholding
that the Treasury Department and IRS intend to include in
regulations and some interim guidance on the exceptions.
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Notice 2018-29 - Exceptions


Certification of non-foreign status (W-9) of transferor
- Until further notice, in order to certify nonforeign status, the foreign
partner may furnish non-foreign certifications described in 1.1445-2(b)
(with conforming changes for Code Section 1446(f)) or a Form W-9.



No Gain Realized
- The foreign partner may certify that it is not realizing any gain on the
transaction (for example, it has a loss). FP may not make this
certification in situations where FP realizes but does not recognize
gain.
- If gain is realized, but not recognized, transferor must submit
certification that satisfies the requirements of Treas. Reg. 1.14452(d)(2) as if it applies to §1446(f)



Two de minimis rules
- Certification provided by the partnership that if the partnership sold all
of its assets as FMV the amount of gain that would have been
ECI/ETB would be less than 25% of the total gain
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Notice 2018-29 - Exceptions


Second de minimis
- Transferor provides certification that for immediately prior tax year
and two preceding tax years less than 25% of total distributive
share for each year was ECI
• Immediately preceding tax year means most recent tax year of
transferor that includes the partnership year that ends with or in the
transferor’s tax year,
AND
• for which form 8805 and K-1 were filed by the time of the disposition
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Proposed Regulations - Generally


Applicability
- Apply to transfers that occur on or after the date that is 60 days
after the regulations are finalized. For transfers that occur before
that date (i) may apply the rules described in Notice 2018-08 and
Notice 2018-29 or (ii) may choose to apply Treasury Regulations
Sections in their entirety to all transfers instead of Notices.



Generally discuss the rules for non-PTP partnerships.
 Procedure
- Adopts procedural regime for FIRPTA and Section 1445 for
reporting and paying over withheld amounts. Generally, reporting
and paying over any withheld amount within 20 days of the
relevant transfer. Continued use the forms required under
Section 1445 (i.e., Forms 8288 and 8288-A).
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Proposed Regulations - Generally


Procedure (cont.)
- Transferee Cert - transferee must furnish, within 10 days after
the transfer, a cert to the partnership with (1) either a copy of the
Form 8288-A (Statement of Withholding) that it files with the IRS
or a description of the amount realized on the transfer and any
amount withheld by the transferee and (2) underlying certs that
the transferee has relied upon that claim an exception or
adjustment to withholding. To avoid secondary withholding
obligations, the pship must review this to check it is correct.
- Determination date flexibility - when applying the many rules
and exceptions, they must be evaluated on the “determination
date.” Determination Date is chosen on a transfer-by-transfer
basis and must be used for a transfer for all 1446(f) purposes. It
is either (1) transfer date, (2) any date that is no more than 60
days before the transfer date or (3) (in certain circumstances)
the later of (a) the first day of the partnership’s taxable year in
which the transfer occurs, or (b) the date, before the date of the
transfer, of the most recent revaluation event under Section 704.
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Proposed Regulations - Exceptions


Certification of non-foreign status (W-9) of transferor
- Until further notice, in order to certify non-foreign status, the foreign
partner may furnish (1) a certification that states that the transferor is
not a foreign person, states the transferor’s name, TIN, and address
and is signed under penalties of perjury or a Form W-9. No meaningful
change.



No Gain Realized
- The foreign partner may certify that it is not realizing any gain on the
transaction (for example, it has a loss). Other certs covers situations
where FP realizes but does not recognize gain. Can’t make the cert if
there is § 751 gain but overall loss. § 751 is the meaningful change.
- If gain is realized, but not recognized, transferor must submit
certification that states the non-recognition rules that apply and offer a
brief description.



Two de minimis rules
- Certification provided by the partnership that if the partnership sold all
of its assets as FMV the amount of gain that would have been
ECI/ETB would be less than 10% (c.f. - 25% from Notice) of the total
gain
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Proposed Regulations - Exceptions


Second de minimis
- Transferor provides certification that for immediately prior tax
year and two preceding tax years less than 10% (c.f. - 25% from
Notice) of total allocable share of net income for each year was
ECI and allocable share of ECTI was less then $1 million in each
such year.
• Allocable share of ECTI must have been appropriately reported
• Must certify to being a partner in pship at all times,
• Immediately preceding tax year means most recent tax year of
transferor that includes the partnership year that ends with or in
the transferor’s tax year,
- for which form 8805 and K-1 were filed by the time of the disposition

• A transferee may not rely on a certification that is provided before
the transferor’s receipt of the Schedule K–1.
• a transferor that does not receive Form 8805 because it had no
ECTI for which the partnership paid section 1446 tax in any of the
3 years may not make this certification.
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Proposed Regulations - Exceptions


Claim of Treaty Benefits
- Transferor may certify that it is not subject to tax on any gain
from the transfer pursuant to an income tax treaty in effect
between the United States and another country. Only applies
transferor (not indirect or direct owners of an interest in the
transferor) qualifies for the benefits of an income tax treaty.
- Must include a valid IRS Form W-8BEN or Form W-8BEN-E that
contains the sufficient information to support the claim for treaty
benefits. The transferee must provide the IRS a copy of the
certification within 30 days after the transfer (as opposed to the
Determination Date).
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Proposed Regulations – Amount to Withhold
10% “amount realized,” which generally includes proceeds
(whether cash or other property) as well as any liabilities
deemed assumed by the transferee for tax purposes
 Liabilities


- Regs generally adopt 2018-29 procedures. Certs may be issued
by certain transferors or affected partnerships to allow reliance
on the amount of partnership liabilities on the most-recent
Schedule K-1 of the affected partnership.
- Transferee can rely on a Schedule K-1 if the last day of the
partnership taxable year for which the Schedule K-1 was
provided was no more than 22 months before the date of the
transfer (c.f., 10 months in Notice 2018-29).
- Also allow a transferee to rely on a certification from the
partnership that provides the amount of the transferor’s share of
partnership liabilities. Partnership is required to make this
determination as of the Determination Date (c.f., Notice 2018-29
based on most recently prepared Schedule K-1).
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Proposed Regulations – Certification of
Maximum Tax Liability


To align the withholding with the transferor’s actual tax liability
under Section 864(c)(8), the Prop. Regs. have a procedure
intended to estimate the amount of 864(c)(8) tax liability.
- a transferee must receive a certification from the transferor
containing certain information relating to the transferor and the
transfer, including:
• transferor to identifying the amount of its gain that would be treated
as effectively connected gain under Section 864(c)(8) on the
Determination Date.
• transferor must represent that it has obtained a statement from the
partnership that includes, among other things, information relating
to the transferor’s distributive share of effectively connected gain in
connection with a deemed sale described in Section 864(c)(8)(B)
as of the Determination Date.



If transferor provides this information the transferee withholds
based on the transferor’s maximum tax liability (the amount of
EC gain multiplied by highest rate of tax for each particular
type of income or gain allocable to them).
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Proposed Regulations – Misc


Terminate the Notice’s suspension on secondary withholding
- a partnership generally must withhold from any distributions
made to a transferee if (i) a transferee fails to fulfill its
withholding obligations with respect to a transfer or (ii) the
partnership receives notification from the IRS that a transferee
has provided incorrect information regarding the realized or
withheld amount or has failed to pay the withheld amount to the
IRS



The amount subject to secondary withholding equals 10
percent of the amount realized on the transfer, reduced by any
amount withheld by the transferee, plus any interest
(computed as if such amount was an underpayment of tax).
- Not subject to adjustments for liabilities or maximum tax liability
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Example – Is there Withholding?
Others



FP held minority interest for two
years



March 2018, FP wants to sell
interest to Transferee at a gain



P has had minimal ECI



So, is there is withholding?

FP

P



FP cannot provide US person certification



FP would realize gain, and cannot provide certification of no gain



FP cannot provide the certification of  10% ECI for last three years, as FP only
owned the interest for two years



Will P provide a certification of de minimis ECI on a hypothetical sale of all of its
assets?
-

Will P put itself at risk? What if P is fund of funds? Can it certify?



So, there is withholding



Under the proposed regulations, FP may be able to certify maximum tax liability
which could reduce withholding obligations
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Example – How Much Withholding?


Amount realized on sale includes relief of liabilities
 Under Notice 2018-29 and the regs, FP can certify the amount
of liabilities based on K-1 for a partnership year that closed no
more than 10 or 22 months before the date of transfer (§7.02)
- Transfer occurred in March 2018. The K-1 for 2016 may have
been outside or the 10 month window. The K-1 for 2017 has not
yet been received. The new 22 month widow likely pulls in 2016


P could certify based on most recently prepared K-1 (2016),
but will P be willing to certify? If not, withholding is required
 Section 8 of the Notice provides that if transferee does not
receive certification in §7.02 or §7.03, then withholding
required is the entire amount realized without regard to
liabilities
 The rules are generally the same under the proposed regs
 Thus, transferee would pay the entire purchase price to IRS
38

What If No ECTI?
Others

FP

P



P is pre-revenue start up
 FP has held for three
years, wants to sell for
significant gain

Can P certify as to  10% of its income having been ECTI?
 Can transferor provide a cert? “Immediately prior year” for
which form 8805 (Foreign Partner’s Information Statement of
Section 1446 Withholding Tax) was due or filed


- If there was no §1446 withholding, no obligation to file form 8805


Reg clarify that transferor can’t provide a cert of <10% ECI.
Perhaps rely on cert of maximum tax liability
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An Extreme Example
P interest

Others

FP
$

P

No USTB



Can FP certify that its ECTI for past three years was less than
25% of its distributive share of income?
 Apparently not, as P would not have filed form 8805
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Example – Distribution In Excess Of Basis
Others

FP

FP’s basis in P is $10MM
 P distributes $11MM to FP


Cash

P

ETB



Distribution of cash in excess of basis results in gain, and
such gain is from the sale on exchange of the partnership
interest §731
 §1446(f) requires withholding on amount realized on
disposition
 Is withholding 10% of $11MM or 10% of $1MM?
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Outbound Investment:
Overview and Select Tax
Reform Changes and Impact
on Partnership Structures
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Overview of Outbound Investment Rules


Main Points
- U.S. tax residents taxed on global income
- CFC
• a foreign corp where > 50% of (i) the voting power of all classes of
voting stock, or (ii) the total value of the its stock is owned directly,
indirectly or constructively by US Shareholders.
• A US Shareholders is a United States person who owns, directly,
indirectly or constructively, (i) 10% or more of the total voting power of
all classes of voting stock, or 10% or more of the total value of all
classes of stock of such foreign corporation.

- PFIC
• foreign corp where (i) 75% or more of annual taxable income is passive
income or (ii) 50% or more of its assets produce passive income.

- Overlap rules says that US Shareholders (>10% owners) of CFCs
aren’t subject to PFIC rules.
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Overview of Outbound Investment Rules


What does this mean for U.S. investors investing in foreign
ventures through partnerships?
- The choice of investing though a U.S. or foreign partnership can
determine whether a target foreign corp is a CFC.
- If U.S. holders of the corp very small interests, but in the aggregate
own more than 10% of the corporation invest through a U.S.
partnership that creates a US Shareholder for PFIC purposes
(aggregating > 50% ownership can create a CFC).
- In certain cases interposing a US partnership between U.S. investors
and a foreign corporation can allow an effective election out of the
PFIC rules.
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Taxation of U.S. Partners on Income of
Foreign Partnerships


General Partnership Rules Apply
- each partner is treated as receiving directly its allocable share of
each item of partnership income, loss, deduction, and credit.



Allocation of partnership items is determined under the
allocation provisions of the partnership agreement as adopted
by the partners, provided those allocations have substantial
economic effect.
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Partnership Return Filing Obligations


A domestic partnership generally must file a return for a taxable
year unless it has no income, deductions, or credits for federal
income tax purposes for that year. Treas. Reg. §1.6031(a)1(a)(1).
 A foreign partnership is required to file a return for a given year
only if, for that year, the partnership has:
- U.S. source gross income, or
- gross income which is effectively connected with the conduct of a
trade or business within the United States.
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Overview of Significant Outbound Tax Reform
Changes


100% Exemption for Foreign-Source Dividends



Global Intangible Low-Taxed Income (“GILTI”) and Foreign
Derived Intangible Income (“FDII”)
- Sometimes referred to as the “carrot and stick” approach



Changes to Stock Attribution Rules affecting CFC status



Changes to Definition of “US Shareholder”



Transition Tax
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GILTI - Background and Policy


An important, overarching change to U.S. international tax is
the move to a more “territorial” tax system:
- Previously, all global income of U.S. based multinationals was taxed in
the U.S. when ultimately repatriated, or sooner if covered by one of a
number of anti-deferral regimes (including subpart F)
- After tax reform, inbound dividends to the U.S. from 10 percent owned
foreign subsidiaries, including controlled foreign corporations (“CFCs”),
will generally not be subject to tax in the U.S. by means of a dividends
received deduction



GILTI is an important exception to this new territoriality regime:
- GILTI is intended to discourage erosion of the U.S. base by moving or
keeping valuable intangibles and their related income outside of the
U.S. tax net
- As we shall see, however, GILTI's reach is not limited to earnings on
intangible assets and will cause current U.S. tax on certain higher than
routine returns on assets that are earned in lower tax countries.
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GILTI (the “Stick”) - Overview


Scope: Applies to CFCs and US Shareholders.
 Purpose: Anti-base erosion; establishes minimum tax on
CFC’s income that exceeds a deemed return on tangible
property; primarily aimed at offshoring of intangible assets
 Effect: Generally, causes most CFC income to be immediately
includible in gross income of US Shareholder, similar to
Subpart F income. BUT it is not subpart F income. Different
statutory regime
- Corporate shareholders: US shareholder is entitled to a special
“FDII” deduction (50% before 2026) and 80% foreign tax credit
- Individual shareholders: US shareholder taxed on GILTI at 37%
rate; no special deduction or partial foreign tax credit unless
“Section 962 election” is made
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GILTI Calculation
GILTI = US Shareholder’s net tested CFC income LESS net
deemed tangible income return
 Exceptions from CFC Tested Income


- ECI
- Subpart F income (not clear if it needs to be included, or if it is
just a definitional calculation)
- gross income excluded from “foreign base company income” by
reason of the high-tax exception in 954(b)(4)
• Note: there is a question of interpretation here. If read literally,
operating income that is not FBCI cannot use the high tax kick out

- Dividend from a related party


Net deemed tangible return = [10%*QBAI] LESS Interest
expense
- QBAI is the taxpayer’s “qualified business asset investment”
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GILTI –C Corp Shareholder


A deduction is permitted for 50% of the tested income
pursuant to Section 250 (37.5% after 2025)



A foreign tax credit for foreign taxes associated with GILTI is
available, but for only 80% of the foreign taxes paid. §960(d)
- Deemed-Paid Credit = 80% x [(GILTI/Aggregate tested income)
x Aggregate tested foreign tax]



The gross up, under §78, is for full foreign taxes paid, not
based on the 80% credit amount.
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GILTI Example for Corporate Shareholder
(assuming no CFC Losses)
US
P
CFC
1
CFC
2

net GILTI income
Foreign tax
net GILTI income
Foreign tax

97.5
2.5
3
1

 Foreign tax credit







Assume QBAI



§951A inclusion



§78 gross-up



10% QBAI



§250 deduc.



Total inclusion

–0–
100.5
3.5
–0–
52
52

GILTI tax
10.92 (21% of $52)
Foreign taxes paid 3.50
2.80 (80% of 3.50)
§960(d) credit
US tax due
8.12 (10.92 – 2.80)

 GILTI ETR





Foreign tax
GILTI
Total tax
ETR =

3.50
8.12
11.62

11.62/100.5 = 11.56%
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GILTI Example for Corporate Shareholder
(assuming no CFC Losses)


What if foreign taxes were 25 in the aggregate?
 Does high tax kick out apply? See slide 25
 What if there are CFCs with losses?
 Don’t forget state taxes!
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GILTI Example for non-C Corp Shareholders
Member
s
LLC
or
S Corp

CFC 1

CFC 2

Net GILTI income
Foreign Tax

97.5
2.5

GILTI income
Foreign Tax

Assume QBAI



GILTI income



§78 gross-up



§250 ded.



GILTI tax

–0–
100.50
–0–
–0–
37.19

*
**
***

3
1

 ETR: 37.19 + 3.5 = 40.69/100.5 = 40.49%
 DON’T FORGET STATE TAXES





What if foreign taxes
were 25 in the
aggregate?
 Does high tax kick out
apply?
 What if there are CFCs
with losses?

*
No §960(d) credit for individuals, so no §78 gross-up
** §250 deduction only applies to C Corps
*** Not clear if 3.8% tax applies. Assumes all members are US individuals
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Ameliorating Some of the Cost


Consider checking the box to treat the CFCs as disregarded
entities
 Consider electing §962 treatment
 Consider using a US C Corp as a holding corporation
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Using CTB Entities


If existing entities, CTB election is a §331 liquidation and can
cause gain recognition
 May be more appropriately considered for new non-US
subsidiaries
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Look Through
Members


LLC
or
S Corp

DRE
1

Income
Foreign Tax

100
2.5

DRE
2

Income
Foreign Tax

4
1


 Foreign tax credit §901
-

US Taxes due
FT credit
US tax due

38.50
3.50

Result to members*
-

income 104

-

US tax 38.50 (37% of 104)
pre-credit

What if foreign taxes were
25 in the aggregate?
-

§901 FTC subject to
normal limitations

35.00

 ETR = $35 + 3.5 = 38.5/104 = 37.02%
* Assumes all are US individuals.
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Making The §962 Election
Members



LLC
or
S Corp

CFC 1

Net GILTI income
Foreign Taxes

97.5
2.5

CFC 2

Net GILTI Income
Foreign Taxes

3
1




GILTI income
§78 gross-up
Total
 US/pre-credit tax
 FTC
 US tax
If GILTI is distributed,
 Distribution
 US tax on dividend


Total US tax

§951A allows for §962 election even
though GILTI is not subpart F income
 Get corporate tax rate plus FTC, and
deferral analyzed as if income is
distributed
 IRS is evaluating whether the §250
deduction of 50% is applicable.
Analysis below assumes not
 Is high tax kick out available?

100.50
3.50
104.00
21.84 @ 21%
2.80 (3.5 @ 80%)
19.04
100.50 - 19.04 = 81.46
81.40 x .20 = 16.30 (Open issue – will the 20% rate apply?)
19.04 + 16.30 = 35.34, but 16.30 is deferred
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Owning Through a C Corporation
Member
s
S Corp
or
LLC

US
Opco

Holdco
C



Any GILTI is trapped at Holdco level
and taxed accordingly



If CFC1 and CFC2 have significant
FTC in the year of GILTI, could wipe
out Holdco tax



High tax exception may preclude
GILTI

CFC 1

CFC 2

 High tax exempt
–
–

GILTI does not include income that is FBCI if it is excluded as high taxed income under §954(b)(4);
§951(A)(c)(A)
High taxed = effective foreign tax rate of at least 90% of 21% for corporations
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Exit Issue on Choice of Entity


US C Corp sells CFC
- C Corp has gain; basis includes PTI
- §1248 characterizes gain as a dividend to extent of non
previously taxed e&p
- §245A permits a dividend received deduction to the extent
§1248 recharacterizes



Pass through entity sells CFC
- Members have gain; basis includes PTI
- §1248 characterizes gain as a dividend to extent of non
previously taxed e&p
- No DRD because not owned by a C Corp
- Tax rate depends on qualified treaty residency



Pass through entity sells DRE
- Treated as sale of assets
- Gain/loss characterized based on assets deemed sold
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Exit Issue on LLC Ownership of CFC 1
Member
s



LLC

CFC 1

e&p 100

Assume GILTI is managed
 Sale LLC by members is a sale of
partnership interests subject to §751
 CFC 1 stock is a ‘hot asset’. IRS
view is that the 100 e&p of CFC1 is
ordinary income, not §1248 dividend
income
 Consider CTB prior to sale to get
desired result
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The Section 956 Regulations
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Background – Section 956 Partnership Issues


Section 956 subjects a U.S. shareholder of a CFC to current tax where the
CFC makes an investment in “U.S. property.” It is intended to limit the
ability of U.S. persons to defer tax by placing assets in a CFC.



For purposes of section 956:
-

U.S. property includes:
• physical property located in the United States, and
• loans by a CFC to a related person, as well as certain pledges and guarantees by a
CFC of a loan to a related U.S. person.



Property is generally taken into account in an amount equal to its adjusted
basis; loans are taken into account up to the full amount of the loan.

Recent regulations address two issues involving the application of Section
956 to partnerships:
-

How to determine the amount of U.S. property owned by a CFC through a
partnership; and

-

Whether to treat a loan (or pledge or guarantee) by a CFC to a partnership as
if made to the partnership’s partners.
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US Property Owned Through Partnership




The Section 956 Regulations provide rules for determining the amount of U.S.
property that a CFC partner is treated as holding through a domestic or foreign
partnership.
-

Like previous guidance, these regulations treat a CFC as owning its share of U.S. property owned by
a partnership in which the CFC is a partner.

-

Unlike previous guidance, the regulations set out a method for measuring a CFC’s share of
partnership property and eliminate an entity-flavored rule set out in Rev. Rul. 90-112.

The Regulations provide that for purposes of section 956, a CFC partner is treated
as holding its attributable share of property held by the partnership, which is
determined in accordance with the partner’s liquidation value percentage.
-



liquidation value = cash partner would receive with respect to its interest if partnership sold all assets
for section 704(b) book value, satisfied its liabilities, and liquidated.

The amount of a partnership’s U.S. property that is attributed to its partners is
based on the partnership’s adjusted inside basis in such property. Whereas Rev.
Rul. 90-112 had applied an entity approach to cap the amount taken into account at
the CFC partner’s outside basis in its partnership interest, the 956 Regulations
obsoleted the ruling.
-

According to the Preamble, this approach is “based on an aggregate approach to partnerships and
measures the amount of United States property indirectly held by a CFC partner on a property-byproperty basis.”
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Section 956 Regulations – Example
(Treas. Reg. § 1.956-4(b)(3), Example 1)









PRS holds nondepreciable property that
would be U.S. property if held by CFC
directly with an adjusted basis of $100.
At the close of quarter 1 of year 1, the
liquidation value percentage for CFC with
respect to PRS is 25%. There are no
special allocations in the PRS partnership
agreement.
Under Treas. Reg. § 1.956-4(b)(2), CFC’s
attributable share of property held by PRS
is 25% (its liquidation value percentage),
and its attributable share of PRS’s basis in
the property is $25.
Accordingly, for purposes of determining
the amount of U.S. property held by CFC
as of the close of quarter 1 of year 1, CFC
is treated as holding U.S. property with an
adjusted basis of $25.

US Parent

Unrelated
Foreign

CFC

Liquidation Value Percentage = 25%

PRS
AB = $100

US
Property
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Obligations of Foreign Partnerships


The IRS position has historically been that a CFC loan to a related domestic
partnership is an investment in U.S. property within the meaning of section
956, again invoking the definitional rule. But where the borrower was a
foreign partnership, the rules were unclear. The 956 Regulations address
when CFC loans to foreign partnerships constitute U.S. property within the
meaning of section 956.



The 956 regulations adopt a pure aggregate rule: Any loan by a CFC to a
foreign partnership in which the CFC or a related person is a partner is
treated as a loan to the partners in proportion to their interest in partnership
profits, without regard to whether the partnership has an active business of
its own and without regard to any purpose to avoid section 956.



If the “but for” distribution test applies, then the inclusion will be increased by
an amount equal to the lesser of the “but for” distribution and the amount of
the obligation.



The same result would be obtained if the CFC merely guaranteed a
partnership obligation.
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Obligations of Foreign Partnerships - Example


PRS borrows $100 from CFC. CFC’s basis in
the PRS obligation is $100.



For purposes of section 956, the obligation of
PRS is treated as an obligation of the partners,
U.S. Parent and X, in proportion to each
partner’s liquidation value with respect to PRS.



Because U.S. Parent, a partner in PRS, is
related to CFC within the meaning of section
954(d)(3), the exception under Treas. Reg. §
1.956-4(c)(2) does not apply.



Based on its liquidation value, U.S. Parent’s
attributable share of the PRS obligation is $90.



Accordingly, $90 of the PRS obligation held by
CFC is treated as an obligation of U.S. Parent
and is U.S. property within the meaning of
section 956(c)



Therefore, on the date the loan is made, CFC is
treated as holding U.S. property of $90.



Treas. Reg. § 1.956-4(c)(4), Example 1.

US Parent
100%

90% Liquidation Value
Percentage

US
Property

CFC

10% Liquidation Value
Percentage

$100
Loan

PRS
CFC’s basis in $100 obligation =
$100
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Obligations of Foreign Partnerships


The aggregate approach reflects a determination by the IRS that
when a U.S. shareholder conducts operations through a foreign
partnership and takes advantage of a CFC’s deferred earnings
via a loan or guarantee, those deferred earnings effectively have
been “made available” to the U.S. shareholder. This is true even
where the loan is used in an active business of the partnership
and no distributions are made.
 The aggregate approach further assumes that a U.S.
shareholder can directly access these deferred earnings by
causing the partnership to make a distribution. This is assumed
even if the U.S. shareholder does not control the partnership.
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Select International Aspects of the
Partnership Audit Rules
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Quick Review of Partnership Audit Rules


Partnership Representative authorized to act on behalf of
partnership
 All “partnership-related items” may be adjusted by IRS in a
partnership-level audit “without regard to whether or not such
item or amount appears on the partnership’s return”
 Any “imputed underpayment” can be dealt with in one of three
ways:
-

Pay: Partnership pays the imputed underpayment

-

Modification: work with IRS to modify the IU (per 6225(c) methods) and then
pay remaining IU

-

Push-Out: Partnership sends “push-out” statements to all partners, telling
them the adjustments for the reviewed year. Each partner computes its
resulting additional tax for the reviewed year and subsequent years and pays
the tax for the adjustment year.
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When is a Foreign Partnership Subject to the
BBA?






BBA generally applies to
-

any partnership required to file a Form 1065; or

-

any other entity that filed a Form 1065 (even if not required to do so).

A foreign partnership must file Form 1065 only if its has:
-

gross ECI income; or

-

gross US source income and any direct or indirect US partners

So a foreign partnership with only foreign assets might nevertheless need to file
Form 1065 if it has a single US (direct or indirect) partner, and the foreign
partnership has gain from the sale of personal property.
-

gain from the sale of personal property is sourced to by residence of the seller, determined at the
partner level.



No exception (yet) for an entity that thinks it is not required to file Form 1065 but
wants to file a protective 1065 to elect out of the BBA



Any election out must include the TIN of each foreign partner.



Note that a “partnership representative” or “designated individual” must have
“substantial presence” in the US. If not, the IRS has power to appoint a PR.
-

Substantial presence means that the person is available to meet the IRS in person, has a domestic
street address and telephone number where the person can be reached and has a TIN.

-

Consider how these rules apply to a foreign partnership whose only US connection is a US passive
minority investor?
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Inbound Issues


BBA applies only to taxes imposed by chapter 1. How does §6225 (partnership
pays) and §6226 (push-out) work in chapter 3?
-

§§ 871, 881, 882, 897 are in chapter 1, but the withholding rules (§§ 1441-1464) are in chapter 3.

-

IU computation is based upon the highest chapter 1 tax rates

-

§6226 assumes partner is otherwise required to file a tax return for the adjustment year



If the BBA audit determines additional FDAP, FIRPTA or ECI, can the IRS assess
chapter 3 withholding on the partnership?



Does the SoL stay open for chapter 3 withholding obligations?



Do partnership payments under §6225 get credited against the amounts the
partnership would owed under chapter 3?



Nov 2017 NPRM Preamble addresses some of these questions and distinguishes
between a failure to withhold (which must be assessed and collected in a chapter 3
or 4 proceeding) and a failure to correctly report (either BBA or a chapter 3 or 4
audit).
-

Whichever is collected first, results in a credit against amounts due under the other.



Still some open issues (non-binding nature of BBA adjustment in determining amount of tax,
interest and penalties due under chapters 3 and 4, SoL extensions).



March 2018 Technical Corrections (§6241(9)) muddied the waters. Provides that if the BBA
adjustment would be subject to chapter 3 or 4 withholding, the withholding tax is due.
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Outbound Issues








BEAT
-

§6225 computes IU using highest tax rate under §1 or §11. What about § 59A?

-

Partner-level attributes are not impacted if the partnership pays under §6225. Does that
mean that audit adjustments to “base erosion tax benefits” can be ignored in determining
if it is subject to BEAT?

US vs. Foreign Partnership
-

If the partnership is domestic, subpart f inclusions, GILTI and PFIC inclusions appear on
Form 1065.

-

If the partnership is foreign, the income is now reflected on 1065 and is reported directly
by the US shareholder. How does this impact the BBA?

US shareholder of CFC treated as a direct partner (§6241(12))
-

If a §6226 push-out is made to a CFC, the US shareholder is treated as a partner of the
partnership, and the US shareholder’s distributive share is equal to its pro rata share of
the CFC’s income.

-

Is the USS treated as receiving (A) a partnership allocation equal to its share of the
CFC’s allocation, (B) a partnership allocation equal to its share of the portion of the
allocation treated as subpart F income or (C) a partnership allocation equal to its
percentage interest in the CFC?

Interaction with GILTI inclusions is unclear
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Miscellaneous Points


Formation
- Be aware of 721(c) regulations addressing recognition of gain on
certain contributions of property to partnerships with related foreign
partners. Transfer of built-in gain property by a US taxpayer to
partnership (domestic or foreign) where the US transferor and a
related foreign person own 80% of more of the interests.



Entity selection
- CTBs, default U.S. tax status, per se corporations
- Certain counties (e.g., Canada view LLCs as corporations), consult
foreign counsel.



Publicly Traded Partnerships
- Generally taxed as corporations
- If 90% of gross income is “qualifying income” still taxed as pship
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